How to find us
Narda Safety Test Solutions GmbH
Sandwiesenstrasse 7
D-72793 Pfullingen
phone +49-(0)7121-9732-0
info.narda-de@L3T.com
www.narda-sts.com
GPS: 48.458009, 9.230686

Arrival from Stuttgart airport:
-

By Expresso Bus:
(https://www.reutlinger-stadtverkehr.de/schnellbus.php)
From the airport you can take the Expresso bus towards Reutlingen or Pfullingen. The bus
stop is directly in front of Terminal 4 at Stuttgart Airport. Exit in Pfullingen is at Laiblinsplatz.
From there it is only about 7 minutes to Narda on foot.
The price for a ride is about 7,00 €.
On Sundays the Expresso bus leaves from the airport only to Reutlingen. From there you can
easily take the bus line 2 (https://www.reutlinger-stadtverkehr.de/fahrplan.php?current=2)
or take a taxi to Narda in Pfullingen.

-

By taxi:
The drive from Stuttgart Airport to Pfullingen takes about 50/60 minutes. You can take a taxi
directly at the airport or order a local taxi at Taxi Team (special rate for Narda is about
EUR 60.00 to Reutlingen / EUR 80.00 to Pfullingen) by sending an e-mail to
Dirk.Reimann@taxiteam-reutlingen.de / phone Taxi Team +49 7121 678678.
Please note that not all taxi companies accept credit card payments but only cash payments.
Therefore, inform yourself about the payment procedures before you start your ride.

Arrival from Stuttgart Central Station by train:
-

From Stuttgart Central Station take the train directly to Reutlingen Central Station
(https://reiseauskunft.bahn.de). From there you can easily travel from Reutlinger ZOB
(Central Bus Station) with bus line 2 to Pfullingen and get off at stop Klosterstrasse or take a
taxi to Narda in Pfullingen.
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How to find us
Arrival by car:
-

From Munich/Ulm (A8), Karlsruhe, Heilbronn (A8, A81) oder Tübingen (B28):
In the direction of Reutlingen. In Reutlingen drive on B 312 direction Riedlingen / Pfullingen
and follow the main road. After Ursulaberg tunnel take the first exit "Pfullingen Süd /
Industriegebiet Sandwiesen". Turn right at the next turnoff "Sandwiesen".
After approx. 200 m you will find us on the right side - Sandwiesenstrasse Nr. 7

-

From the direction of Riedlingen:
Take B312 towards Reutlingen. After exit "Unterhausen Gem. Lichtenstein" take the next exit
"Pfullingen Süd / Industriegebiet Sandwiesen". Turn right at the next turnoff "Sandwiesen".
After approx. 200 m you will find us on the right side - Sandwiesenstrasse Nr. 7

We wish you a pleasant jouney and we are looking forward to welcome you at Narda!
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